AIDS: Why Africa?
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In 2011, Grimm and Class [1] urged Germany’s Development Bank (KfW) to pay
attention to evidence “an important share of new infections in high
prevalence settings occurs through blood exposures in formal and informal
healthcare,” and called for “interventions targeted to strengthening the
health care system in general and infection control in particular.”

Questions
to KfW on 22 December 2017:

What conclusions did KFW 2012 draw from the analysis of the authors
Grimm and Class of 2011?
To your knowledge, have there been epidemiological studies on HIV
outbreaks ever since that time…?
What measures does KfW support to prevent iatrogenic and nosocomial
infections (especially hepatitis C and HIV)?

Correa M et al: Blood Borne HIV. Longman 2008.

Answer
by Patrick Rudolph, KfW, Sector Policy Unit Health & Social Protection, on
19 January 2018:

… thank you for your interest in the position and commitment of KfW
Entwicklungsbank in the field of infection prevention.

… The key factors for the direction and design of such [HIV] projects are

therefore the partner’s sector strategy considerations and the
corresponding guidelines of the Federal Government (including the strategy
for the control of HIV, hepatitis B and C and other sexually transmitted
infections).

We support … a differentiated, demand-oriented and multisectoral approach
to HIV prevention depending on the specific micro-epidemiological
constellations. This may include measures to prevent both sexual and
iatrogenic infections… [I]n South Africa – currently the only country in
which the fight against HIV is the focus of German development cooperation
in the health sector – the focus is clearly on preventing the sexual
transmission of the pathogen …

Response
(19 January 2018):

… thank you very much for your reply … Unfortunately, you have not answered
my specific questions.

As early as 1990, we had already published that with regard to infections
caused by the health care system, the technical equipment of blood banks
was not able to solve the quantitatively much bigger problem (unnecessary
indications, lack of user hygiene and improper handling of needles and
syringes). The consequence of this knowledge should have been investments
in the control and prevention of dangerous medical applications. This is
evidently not done for the most part…

Are you really sure that…HIV proliferation in South Africa, for example,
can only be explained by sexual activity? My doubts intensify among other
things a study of 2014 (Kharsany 2014[3]) describing the dynamics of HIV
infection of high school students in rural South Africa: 6.8% of girls were

infected [including many self-reported virgins]… Where these girls infected
themselves with HIV … remained unclear …

This dialog might be challenging for those who pay for HIV prevention
programs to reconsider their lack of attention to HIV from unsafe
healthcare.

… suspected lapses in infection prevention and control measures.
Büchner A: Nosocomial outbreak of hepatitis B virus infection in
a pediatric hematology and oncology unit in South Africa. Pediatr
Blood Cancer 2015; 62:1914–1919
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